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I have long promulgated the idea that the junior exploration sector provides the highest risk / highest
reward scenario within the broad category of natural resource stocks.
However, some speculators prefer to own senior mining stocks. These people like to think of themselves
as investors because mining stocks have the possibility of strong incremental returns during bull market
commodity cycles and they also may offer small yield dividends typical of the sector.
That said, I beg to differ and will continue to label them speculators for reasons detailed below.
I urge you to consider these somewhat sobering figures:


Four out of ten mines (40%) fail because they never return initial financiers’ capital.



Four out of ten mines (40%) trade dollars until they are depleted of ore and shut down.



Two out of ten mines (20%) return windfall profits to their initial investors.

Webster’s Dictionary defines an investment as an outlay of money for income or profit.
Folks, this means that only one of five producing mines posts an income or profit to its owners, i.e.,
shareholders, and actually qualifies as an investment.
Given the above, I will conduct a thought experiment on the process of discovery, exploration, economic
assessment, financing, mining, and success or failure:


A mining or would-be mining company discovers a mineral occurrence, explores it with drilling,
posts a series of increasingly confident mineral resource estimates, performs preliminary
metallurgical and geo-technical studies, and perhaps conducts small-scale development or test
mining.



Based on technical results from all of the above, said company decides to evaluate the mineral
resources with mining, metallurgical, economic, marketing, legal, environmental, social, and
government factors to determine if the mineralized body constitutes an ore deposit at that
particular point in time.



The mining company calculates proven and probable mineral reserves and tables an economic
feasibility study on the project



The positive feasibility study conforms to regulations of the governing securities administrators
and is deemed acceptable.



Funds are raised via equity offerings, issuance of debt, and/or forward royalty or streaming sales
to finance development and construction of a mine.



With these funds, the mine is permitted, built, developed, and enters into commercial production.

But 40% of these mines do not return initial capital expenditures and thus are deemed economic failures.
Another 40% manage to break even over the life of the mine.
Now think about this tidbit: Have you ever read a negative feasibility study?
Then recall this adage: For every failed mine, there was a positive feasibility study.
Therefore, I conclude that mining is seldom an investment.
Q.E.D.
Folks, this is why I don’t want to own shares in mining companies. Instead, I choose to speculate in
junior exploration companies.
Ciao for now,
Mickey Fulp
Mercenary Geologist
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